Introduction
============

Although corroborating prospective longitudinal data in humans are scarce, it has long been postulated that gastric cancer (GC) is preceded by a sequence of gastric mucosal changes (superficial gastritis → atrophic gastritis \[AG\] → intestinal metaplasia \[IM\] → dysplasia → GC), known as Correa's cascade.[@dyx238-B1] In a previous prospective observational study,[@dyx238-B2] we demonstrated that the incidence of GC increased monotonically with each step in this cascade among affected persons. Key MessagesTo the best of our knowledge, this is the first population-based cohort study concerning familial clustering of gastric mucosal abnormality and its association with gastric cancer risk.Our results indicate that, in addition to family history of gastric cancer, information about precancerous gastric mucosal changes in first-degree relatives may also have a discriminatory value in gastric cancer risk stratification of apparently healthy individuals as well as individuals who themselves have precancerous mucosal abnormalities.Although this study cannot differentiate between genetic and shared environmental factors as mediators of this familial co-occurrence, it further corroborates Correa's model of gastric carcinogenesis.Further studies might be able to optimize the gastric cancer stratification by referring to the clinical records of precancerous mucosal abnormalities in a person's first-degree relatives.

About 10% of all GC shows familial aggregation,[@dyx238-B3] which translates into a 50--250% excess risk of GC among subjects with a positive GC family history.[@dyx238-B6]^,^[@dyx238-B7] In addition to genetic susceptibility, such familial clustering may also reflect shared environmental and lifestyle-related factors[@dyx238-B7] such as carcinogenic *Helicobacter pylori* (*H. pylori*) infection,[@dyx238-B8] smoking, and a diet rich in salt and low in fruits and vegetables.[@dyx238-B7]

Previous studies, typically using cross-sectional or case-control designs with limited sample sizes, reported a significantly increased prevalence of precancerous mucosal abnormality (e.g. AG,[@dyx238-B9] IM[@dyx238-B10] or dysplasia[@dyx238-B11]) among first-degree relatives of GC patients, in particular for the relatives with *H. pylori* infection,[@dyx238-B9] compared with controls without a GC family history. This was interpreted as evidence of a particularly high risk of GC among family members of GC cases. Consequently, *H. pylori* eradication therapy was recommended for these individuals.[@dyx238-B12] However, whether or not a family history of gastric premalignant abnormalities has any implications for the unaffected relatives remains largely unknown. Therefore, we aimed to elucidate the association between family history of gastric mucosal abnormality and GC risk among biopsied patients and their relatives.

Methods
=======

Data sources
------------

Taking advantage of the computerized registers held by all 24 pathology departments in Sweden (the first one was initiated in 1979 and the last in 1998), we established the Swedish Stomach Biopsy Cohort (SBC), consisting of all electronically registered patients who had undergone endoscopy with gastric biopsies. The details of this cohort (until 2011) were described previously.[@dyx238-B2] In brief, up until 31 December 2014, 442 899 subjects who received at least one endoscopic examination with stomach biopsy were identified in the pathology registers. After exclusion of 10 209 patients with missing/conflicting information, as well as 7107 patients who had undergone gastric resection or gastrectomy for non-cancer disease before their first biopsy, 425 583 patients remained. Data regarding the patients' national registration numbers (NRNs: unique identifiers for all Swedish residents), biopsy date, age, sex and pathological-anatomical diagnosis using the Systematized NOmenclature of MEDicine Morphology (SNOMED M) codes[@dyx238-B13] were documented.

The data were then cross-linked with the Swedish Multi-Generation Register[@dyx238-B14] which contains information about parents and offspring of all individuals born in 1932 or later and who were alive in 1961. All first-degree family members of biopsied patients satisfying the above prerequisites were identified in the register, using the NRNs as identifiers. We obtained information about all incident GC cases (presenting as the 7th version of the International Classification of Diseases \[ICD-7\] code 151) by linking data in the Swedish nationwide Cancer Register. Established in 1958, the Swedish Cancer Register is 98% complete for gastrointestinal cancers.[@dyx238-B15] GC was subdivided into cardia (151.1) and non-cardia GC (all 151 except 151.1). Further linkages with the registers of causes of death, hospital care and emigration provided the necessary eligibility and censoring information for both biopsied patients and their first-degree relatives.

Study design
------------

### Cohort of relatives

With the main interest of exploring variation in incidence of GC among first-degree relatives of biopsied patients, we compiled a 'cohort of relatives' through the procedure illustrated in [Figure 1](#dyx238-F1){ref-type="fig"}. First, we restricted the SBC cohort to 256 390 patients who were born after 1931 and thus had information about first-degree relatives in the Multi-Generation Register. Then, 232 681 biopsied patients who had recorded biological relatives and appeared in our SBC cohort as the first member of a family were defined as the 'index' patients. We accordingly identified 1 099 312 first-degree relatives, of whom 903 337 entered the 'cohort of relatives' either from the date of the first biopsy of the index patient (baseline), or the date of birth (if born after baseline). 'Family history' of interest was determined by GC family history (through record linkages with the Cancer Register) or the index patient's pathological diagnosis at baseline, with the principle of grouping according to the most severe finding (see [Table S1](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} at *IJE* online, classified as normal/minor changes, gastritis, other unspecified changes, AG, IM, dysplasia or GC, in order of severity). Individuals in this cohort were followed from study entry until a diagnosis of GC or censoring due to death, date of gastric resection or gastrectomy, emigration or the end of follow-up (31 December 2014), whichever came first.

![Study design (GC, gastric cancer; SBC Stomach biopsy cohort). ^\*^Relatives with negative follow-up time (received gastric resection/gastrectomy or GC diagnosis/died/emigrated before the first visit of the index patient) were excluded. ^†^Gastric cancer family history was identified through linked data from Cancer Register. ^£^Mucosal lesion (normal/minor change, gastritis, atrophic gastritis, intestinal metaplasia and dysplasia) was detected by referring to the pathological diagnosis from Swedish stomach biopsy cohort.](dyx238f1){#dyx238-F1}

### SBC biopsy patient cohort

In addition, to investigate whether the family history of gastric mucosal abnormality could offer extra information for GC risk assessment regarding the biopsied index patient in addition to the biopsy diagnosis, we calculated GC incidence rates among a subset of biopsy patients (*n* = 252 197) who were born after 1931 and had no GC diagnosis before/at the time of their first biopsy (baseline) ([Figure 1](#dyx238-F1){ref-type="fig"}). There, the exposure group was defined by both the patients' SNOMED M diagnosis at baseline and the family history of GC or most severe gastric mucosal changes detected in their first-degree relatives ([Table S1](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, available as [Supplementary data](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} at *IJE* online). Follow-up for biopsied patients started from the baseline biopsy until GC occurrence, date of gastric resection or gastrectomy, emigration, death or the end of follow-up, whichever occurred first.

Statistical analysis
--------------------

For both the cohort of relatives and the biopsy patient cohort, we calculated standardized incidence ratio (SIR; the ratio of the observed to the expected number of newly diagnosed GC cases) with its 95% confidence intervals (CIs) to estimate the relative risk of GC for each exposure group. The expected number of cases was calculated by multiplying the observed number of person-years by sex-, calendar year- and age (5-year strata)-specific incidence rates derived from the entire Swedish population. We used the chi^2^ test to examine trends in excess GC risks with the increasing severity of mucosal family history (excluding the 'other unspecified changes' category).[@dyx238-B16] In particular, to reduce the possible selection bias in the biopsy patient cohort, we discarded the first 2 years of follow-up and outcomes detected during this period.[@dyx238-B2]

Internal comparisons between exposure groups were conducted within the cohort of relatives. Associations between family history of gastric mucosal changes and risk of GC were assessed by hazard ratios (HRs) with 95% CIs, using the Cox proportional hazards regression model with attained age as underlying time scale. The model was adjusted for sex, number of relatives and year of birth (to control for the birth cohort effects), and stratified by the pathology department. The proportional hazards assumption was checked by assessing the correlation between Schoenfeld partial residuals and the time scale, both graphically and through a significance test; neither of them revealed any indication of violation. The trend in excess GC risks with mucosal family history of increasing severity was tested by including the grouping variable (1 to 5 stands for 'Normal/minor changes', 'Gastritis', 'AG', 'IM' and 'Gastric cancer') as a continuous variable in the model. We further performed subgroup analyses by type of relatives (parents/ siblings/ children), sex and period of birth (before 1936/37--67/68--74/after 1974). Cumulative incidence curves of non-cardia GC for relatives with different family history groups were graphically illustrated using the Nelson-Aalen method. All analyses were conducted in SAS statistical software, version 9.4 (Cary, NC).

Results
=======

GC risk among first-degree relatives of biopsied patients
---------------------------------------------------------

The cohort of relatives contained 903 337 participants, who contributed 10 914 200 person-years at risk ([Table 1](#dyx238-T1){ref-type="table"}). The male:female ratio was 1:1 in all of the exposure groups with different family histories of gastric mucosal changes. Longest mean duration of follow-up (14.3 years), together with the earliest mean date of study entry (3 September 1999), was observed for relatives of index patients with dysplasia, whereas the shortest mean duration (9.9 years) and the latest mean date of entry (22 July 2004) were noted for relatives of patients with IM. Table 1.Characteristics of first-degree relatives of biopsy patientsFamily history of gastric mucosal changes[^\*^](#tblfn1){ref-type="table-fn"}Age of the index persons at their first biopsies, mean (yr) ± SDNumber of relativesFamily size, mean ± SDGender (% male)Mean date of entryAge at entry, mean (yr) ± SDFollow-up duration, mean (yr) ± SDAccumulated person-yearsNormal/minor changes43.0 ± 17.43068326.6 ± 2.349.17 Oct 200238.0 ± 23.111.4 ± 6.43486126Gastritis47.8 ± 15.53719406.9 ± 2.749.37 Oct 200037.3 ± 22.413.2 ± 7.04922798Other unspecified changes53.2 ± 13.91205996.9 ± 2.449.014 Oct 200342.2 ± 21.910.4 ± 5.81251661Atrophic gastritis48.9 ± 16.9297387.0 ± 2.748.927 Dec 200139.7 ± 21.912.0 ± 6.7355686Intestinal metaplasia56.9 ± 12.7215337.0 ± 2.749.122 July 200442.7 ± 20.59.9 ± 5.2213432Dysplasia53.7 ± 12.5154877.1 ± 2.548.73 Sept 199941.1 ± 21.214.3 ± 7.4221788Gastric cancer57.8 ± 10.6372087.5 ± 2.748.46 Dec 200143.4 ± 20.012.4 ± 6.8462710[^1][^2]

During follow-up, 1302 relatives developed GC---1 020 non-cardia GC and 282 cardia GC. The distribution of GC cases across mucosal family history groups is exhibited in [Table 2](#dyx238-T2){ref-type="table"}, together with crude incidence rates and SIRs. The incidence of total GC in the 'normal/minor changes' family history group was 10.2 × 10^−5^ year^−1^ (95% CI 9.2--11.3), equal to the average level of age-, sex- and calendar period-matched Swedish population (SIR = 1.0). Whereas no clear trend towards increasing or decreasing incidence of cardia GC was observed among relatives of index patients with increasingly advanced gastric mucosal changes (albeit estimates were unstable due to small numbers), the relatives' incidence of non-cardia GC increased almost monotonically with each step in Correa's cascade (not including the poorly defined category 'other unspecified changes'). The crude incidence rate increased from 9.6 × 10^−5^ year^−1^ for relatives of index patients with gastritis to 18.4 × 10^−5^ year^−1^ for relatives with a family history of GC, corresponding to a 30--130% excess risk of non-cardia GC in relation to the matched Swedish population (SIR = 1.3 for gastritis group, and 2.3 for GC group, *P* for trend \<0.0001). Table 2.Standardized incidence ratios (SIRs) with 95% confidence intervals (CIs) for relatives of biopsy patients, grouped by the mucosal changes of index biopsy patientFamily history of gastric mucosal changes[^\*^](#tblfn3){ref-type="table-fn"}All gastric cancerNon-cardia gastric cancerCardia gastric cancerObserved casesCrude incidence rate[^±^](#tblfn3){ref-type="table-fn"}SIR[^§^](#tblfn4){ref-type="table-fn"} (95% CI)Observed casesCrude incidence rate[^±^](#tblfn3){ref-type="table-fn"}SIR[^§^](#tblfn4){ref-type="table-fn"} (95% CI)Observed casesCrude incidence rate[^±^](#tblfn3){ref-type="table-fn"}SIR[^§^](#tblfn4){ref-type="table-fn"} (95% CI)Normal/minor changes35710.21.0 (0.9--1.1)2687.71.0 (0.9--1.1)892.51.0 (0.8--1.3)Gastritis59212.01.2 (1.2--1.4)4759.61.3 (1.2--1.4)1172.41.0 (0.9--1.3)Other unspecified changes14511.61.1 (0.9--1.3)997.91.0 (0.8--1.2)463.71.4 (1.0--1.9)Atrophic gastritis4713.21.3 (1.0--1.8)4011.21.5 (1.1--2.0)72.00.8 (0.3--1.7)Intestinal metaplasia2712.71.3 (0.8--1.9)2511.71.6 (1.0--2.4)21.00.4 (0.0--1.3)Dysplasia2913.11.2 (0.8--1.8)2812.61.5 (1.0--2.2)10.50.2 (0.0--1.0)Gastric cancer10522.72.2 (1.8--2.6)8518.42.3 (1.9--2.9)204.31.7 (1.0--2.6)Chi[@dyx238-B2] test for trend[^€^](#tblfn5){ref-type="table-fn"}*P* \< 0.0001*P* \< 0.0001*P* = 0.63[^3][^4][^5][^6]

[Table 3](#dyx238-T3){ref-type="table"} shows adjusted HRs describing the association between mucosal family history and the occurrence of GC in the cohort of relatives, using Cox regression modelling with the 'normal/minor changes' group as reference. With essentially the same trend as that observed in our SIR calculations (*P* for trend \< 0.0001), the results linked positive GC family history with a doubled hazard for non-cardia GC (HR 2.2, 95% CI 1.7--2.8), and the HR for family history of IM/dysplasia was 1.5 (95% CI 1.0--2.3). Of note, the most conspicuous excesses were seen for those who were siblings of the biopsied patients with mucosal changes ([Table 4](#dyx238-T4){ref-type="table"}). Having a sibling with precancerous lesions (AG/IM/dysplasia), or with GC, was associated with, a 2.3-fold (95% CI 1.3--4.2) to a 3.8-fold (95% CI 2.6--5.6) increment in non-cardia GC hazard, compared with having siblings with 'normal/minor changes'. For the biopsy patients' offspring, the small number of GC outcomes prohibited a meaningful interpretation. Subgroup analyses by sex and year of birth showed similar results as the main analyses (data not shown). Table 3.Observed number, hazard ratios (HRs) and 95% conﬁdence intervals (CIs) for gastric cancer among relatives of biopsy patients with different pathological changes in the stomach, compared with relatives of patients with normal gastric mucosaFamily history of gastric mucosal changes[^\*^](#tblfn7){ref-type="table-fn"}All gastric cancerNon-cardia gastric cancerCardia gastric cancerNumber of casesHRs and 95% CIs[^±^](#tblfn7){ref-type="table-fn"}Number of casesHRs and 95% CIs[^±^](#tblfn7){ref-type="table-fn"}Number of casesHRs and 95% CIs[^±^](#tblfn7){ref-type="table-fn"}Normal/minor changes357Reference268Reference89ReferenceGastritis5921.1 (1.0--1.3)4751.2 (1.0--1.4)1170.9 (0.7--1.2)Other unspecified changes1451.1 (0.9--1.3)991.0 (0.8--1.3)461.4 (1.0--2.0)Atrophic gastritis471.2(0.9--1.7)401.3 (0.9--1.8)70.8 (0.4--1.7)Intestinal metaplasia271.4 (0.9--2.0)251.5 (1.0--2.3)20.4 (0.1--1.8)Dysplasia291.1 (0.8--1.7)281.5 (1.0--2.2)10.2 (0.0--1.2)Gastric cancer1052.1 (1.6--2.6)852.2 (1.7--2.8)201.6 (1.0--2.7)Test for trend[^§^](#tblfn8){ref-type="table-fn"}*P* \< 0.0001*P* \< 0.0001*P* = 0.60[^7][^8][^9]Table 4.Hazard ratios (HRs) and 95% conﬁdence intervals (CIs) for non-cardia gastric cancer among relatives of biopsy patients with different pathological changes in the stomach compared with relatives of patients with normal gastric mucosa, by classes of first-degree relativesFamily history of gastric mucosal changesParents (*n* = 195 704)Siblings (*n* = 283 371)Children (*n* = 424 262)Number of casesHRs and 95% CIs[\*](#tblfn7){ref-type="table-fn"}Number of casesHRs and 95% CIs[\*](#tblfn7){ref-type="table-fn"}Number of casesHRs and 95% CIs[\*](#tblfn7){ref-type="table-fn"}Normal/minor changes204Reference55Reference9ReferenceGastritis2671.2 (1.0--1.4)1841.7 (1.3--2.3)241.3 (0.6--2.7)Other unspecified changes520.9 (0.7--1.2)461.7 (1.2--2.5)10.2 (0.0--1.5)Atrophic gastritis201.2 (0.7--1.9)202.5 (1.5--4.2)0--Intestinal metaplasia101.4 (0.8--2.7)132.7 (1.5--5.0)21.7 (0.4--8.1)Dysplasia111.1 (0.6--2.1)142.3 (1.3--4.2)32.6 (0.7--9.9)Gastric cancer251.7 (1.1--2.6)563.8 (2.6--5.6)41.7 (0.5--5.6)[^10]

The Nelson-Aalen cumulative incidence plot in [Figure 2](#dyx238-F2){ref-type="fig"} illustrates the probability of developing non-cardia GC with increasing age of individuals with different family histories of gastric mucosal changes. Whereas there were only minor differences between curves for the 'normal/minor changes' and 'other unspecified changes' groups, increased incidence proportions were discerned from the age of 55--60 for all other groups. Although the curves for 'atrophic gastritis' and 'intestinal metaplasia' were somewhat intertwined, the ranking of group-specific incidence proportions remained essentially constant across ages and coincided well with current ranking of the severity of gastric mucosal changes.

![Cumulative incidence of non-cardia gastric cancer among relatives, grouped by the different mucosal changes of the index biopsy patient.](dyx238f2){#dyx238-F2}

GC risk among biopsied patients according to family history of gastric mucosal changes
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

After excluding the first 2 years of follow-up, 240 101 individuals remained in the biopsy patient cohort. They contributed 2 399 130 person-years at risk. Mean age at baseline biopsy was 47 years ([Table S2](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, available as [Supplementary data](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} at *IJE* online). SIR calculations, where the exposure status was determined by both the patient's own baseline mucosal changes and mucosal family history derived from his/her first-degree relatives, indicated that SIRs generally increased with more advanced baseline mucosal changes in the biopsied patients ([Table 5](#dyx238-T5){ref-type="table"}). Furthermore, for both the 'gastritis' and 'AG/IM/dysplasia' baseline groups, the incidence of non-cardia GC was further elevated in the presence of a family history of GC or precancerous changes. Among biopsied patients in whom precancerous mucosal changes (AG/IM/dysplasia) were detected at baseline, the SIR for GC was 3.8 when the family history was negative (minor changes detected at most), 6.8 when one or more first-degree relatives had either AG, IM or dysplasia and 7.9 when relatives had GC. The latter estimates were, however, based on small numbers. Unfortunately, the scarcity of observed cases prohibited deeper analyses of the type of statistical interaction between own mucosal changes and relatives' mucosal changes. Table 5.Observed number, crude incidence rate of non-cardia gastric cancers (GC) and standardized incidence ratios (SIRs) with 95% confidence intervals (CIs) for biopsy patients, grouped by family history of gastric mucosal changesMucosal status at baselineExposure groupBiopsy patients (*n* = 240 101)Family history of gastric mucosal changesObserved cases[^\*^](#tblfn7){ref-type="table-fn"}Crude incidence rate[^±^](#tblfn11){ref-type="table-fn"}SIR[^§^](#tblfn12){ref-type="table-fn"} (95% CI)Normal/minor mucosal changesNo/minor changes detected669.91.1 (0.9--1--4)Gastritis67.71.1 (0.4--2.3)AG/IM/dysplasia15.20.8 (0.0--4.2)GC00.0--GastritisNo/minor changes detected23825.02.4 (2.1--2.7)Gastritis2520.02.1 (1.4--3.7)AG/IM/dysplasia1133.23.4 (1.7--6.1)GC1343.43.3 (1.8--5.7)Other unspecified diagnosesNo/minor changes detected8531.12.6 (1.11--3.3)Gastritis618.31.8 (0.7--3.8)AG/IM/dysplasia221.42.0 (0.3--7.4)GC437.02.8 (0.8--7.2)AG/IM/ dysplasiaNo/minor changes detected6864.83.8 (3.0--4.7)Gastritis1388.85.4 (3.0--9.1)AG/IM/dysplasia497.16.8 (2.2--9.1)GC5115.47.9 (2.6--18.5)[^11][^12][^13][^14]

Discussion
==========

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first population-based cohort study concerning familial clustering of gastric mucosal abnormality and its association with GC risk. Our results indicate that, in addition to family history of GC, information about precancerous gastric mucosal changes in first-degree relatives may also have a discriminatory value in GC risk stratification of apparently healthy individuals as well as of individuals who themselves have precancerous mucosal abnormalities. The incidence of non-cardia GC among first-degree relatives of biopsied patients with either of AG, IM or dysplasia was elevated by 50--60%, compared with the age-, sex- and calendar period-matched general population; and individuals who had siblings with AG, IM or dysplasia had a more than 2-fold excess hazard compared with individuals whose siblings had normal findings or only minor changes. Reciprocally, the SIR estimates for non-cardia GC in biopsied patients with AG, IM or dysplasia, who had first-degree relatives with AG, IM, dysplasia or GC, were approximately doubled compared with corresponding biopsied patients without such family history.

Although varying in strength, a positive link between a previous history of GC in the family and subsequent development of GC in yet unaffected individuals has been consistently demonstrated in earlier studies of GC patients and cancer-free controls.[@dyx238-B4]^,^[@dyx238-B7] The slightly more than doubled GC hazard among first-degree relatives of GC patients in the present study, compared with first-degree relatives of biopsied patients with 'normal/minor changes', was on a par with what was found previously,[@dyx238-B17] albeit both lower[@dyx238-B20] and higher[@dyx238-B21]^,^[@dyx238-B22] estimates have also been reported. However, the possible familial aggregation of gastric mucosal abnormalities consistent with the Correa's cascade has remained less investigated.[@dyx238-B23] Whereas previous case-control studies have demonstrated a more frequent presence of precancerous changes (AG, IM and dysplasia)[@dyx238-B10]^,^[@dyx238-B11]^,^[@dyx238-B24]^,^[@dyx238-B25] among first-degree relatives of GC patients compared with controls of mixed type,[@dyx238-B26] no published data could be found regarding the clinical significance of having a relative with precancerous changes, either for seemingly healthy persons or for persons who themselves have precancerous changes.

Similar to the potential causes for familial aggregation of GC, familial aggregation of gastric precancerous changes could be due to genetic/inherited predisposition (e.g. germline *E-cadherin/CDH1* mutations[@dyx238-B5]) or exposure to similar environmental factors within a family, such as carcinogenic *H. pylori* strains (if any),[@dyx238-B27] common dietary habits or other cancer-promoting exposures. Interestingly, compared with a parental history of precancerous changes/GC, such a history in a sibling was considerably more predictive of non-cardia GC risk. This is in line with the results of a Turkish case-control study, which reported a 9.1-fold increased odds of having GC for siblings of GC patients compared with non-GC controls,[@dyx238-B21] whereas this excess was only 5.6-fold for parents.[@dyx238-B22] This is consistent with the notion that the critical causal exposure(s) are shared between siblings and need to occur during childhood in order to result in GC development.[@dyx238-B28]^,^[@dyx238-B29] There is accumulating evidence supporting a crucial role of long-term host-environmental interaction in non-cardia GC development.[@dyx238-B29]^,^[@dyx238-B30]

The major strength of the present study is the prospective study design with essentially complete follow-up via precise linkages to well-managed nationwide registers, using the individually unique NRNs as identifiers. The prospective design minimizes the risk of differential misclassification of the exposure (i.e. that the pathological diagnosis in biopsied patients is affected by the outcome in the relatives). Also, we argue that the risk of differential misclassification of the outcome is small. This argument derives from three circumstances: (i) the dismal and clinically evident course of the outcome (GC); (ii) pathologists are typically unaware of family histories (if any); and (iii) the proportion of 'early GC' (where there is scope for misclassification) is comparably low in Sweden (84% of all GC was diagnosed at stage III-IV according to the Swedish GC quality register). Additionally, the fact that all eligible first-degree relatives were included reduces the risk of selection bias among relatives; among biopsied patients, however, an imminent or subclinical cancer could potentially affect the decision to undergo gastroscopy and thus to enter the biopsy cohort. This possible selection bias was reduced by the application of a 2-year lag-time in our analysis.

Limitations to be highlighted include the fact that our classification of mucosal changes was entirely based on the pathologists' SNOMED classification. There was no information about the anatomical distribution of the changes or the presence of visible lesions. In addition, we could not ascertain GC before 1958 or mucosal changes before 1979. This could lead to misclassification of the family history of gastric mucosal changes. But since our additional analyses restricted to family history identified from only siblings and offspring revealed a very similar GC risk pattern (data not shown), this shortcoming should have had limited effects on our estimates.

Further, it must be emphasized that the SBC cohort is not a representative random sample of the general Swedish population, but more likely a subpopulation at an increased risk (biopsies were prescribed for reasons). Consequently, their close relatives could differ from the general population somehow (e.g. genetic predisposition, lifestyle, living environment). However, the consistent results from internal comparisons and SIR analyses partly alleviate such concerns.

Last, because the familial clustering of gastric mucosal changes could, to a large extent, be driven by factors like lifestyle, *H. pylori* prevalence and ethnicity-specific genetics, the generalizability of these findings beyond Sweden remains to be proven. Nevertheless, our data seem to constitute proof of the principle that familial history of gastric precancerous changes consistent with 'Correa's cascade' matters, both for healthy people and for biopsied patients who themselves have such changes. This seems to confirm the robustness of the 'Correa's cascade' hypothesis.

In conclusion, our investigation demonstrated that, in addition to family history of GC, familial gastric mucosal abnormalities consistent with 'Correa's cascade' in first-degree relatives are associated with an increased risk of non-cardia GC. Although this study cannot differentiate between genetic and shared environmental factors as mediators of this familial co-occurrence, it further corroborates Correa's model of gastric carcinogenesis.
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[^1]: Yr, years.

[^2]: ^\*^Defined by the gastric cancer family history known at baseline (Cancer Register) or the mucosal change diagnosis of the index biopsy patient.

[^3]: ^\*^Defined by the gastric cancer family history known at baseline (Cancer Register) or the mucosal change diagnosis of the index biopsy patient.

[^4]: ^±^Per 100 000 person-years.

[^5]: ^§^Observed to expected number of GC cases, based on age- (5-year strata), calendar year- (5-year strata) and sex-specific incidence data in the total Swedish population; 95% CIs of SIRs were calculated by assuming that observed cancer occurrence followed a Poisson distribution.

[^6]: ^€^Excluded the 'other unspecified changes' category.

[^7]: ^\*^Defined by the gastric cancer family history known at baseline (Cancer Register) or the mucosal change diagnosis of the index biopsy patient.

[^8]: ^±^Using attained age as underlying time scale, estimated by Cox proportional hazards regression model, adjusted for sex, family size and year of birth and stratified by pathology department.

[^9]: ^§^The trends in excess risks with the progression of mucosal family history (excluding the 'other unspecified changes' category) were examined by including grouping variable (1 to 5 stands for 'Normal/minor change' to 'Gastric cancer' group, respectively) as a continuous variable in the model.

[^10]: \*Using attained age as underlying time scale, estimated by Cox proportional hazards regression model, adjusted for sex, family size and year of birth and stratified by pathology department.

[^11]: AG, atrophic gastritis; IM, intestinal metaplasia; GC, gastric cancer.

[^12]: ^\*^The ﬁrst 2 years of observation and corresponding events were excluded.

[^13]: ^±^Per 100 000 person-years.

[^14]: ^§^Observed to expected number of GC cases, based on age- (5-year strata), calendar year- (5-year strata) and sex-specific incidence data in the total Swedish population; 95% CIs of SIRs were calculated by assuming that observed cancer occurrence followed a Poisson distribution.
